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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
FRANK F. SHANKS, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

PHONOGRAPH, GRAMOPHONE, AND OTHER SMILAR SOUND-REPRODUCING MACHINES. 
No. 822,024. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented May 29, 1906. 

Application filed February 20, 1905, Serial No. 246,612, 
To all whon, it navy concern: 
Be it known that I, FRANKF. SHANKs, a of my invention I have illustrated the same citizen of the United States, and a resident of 

Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of 
Illinois, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Phonographs, Gramo 
phones, and other Similar Sound-Reproduc 
ing Machines, of which the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description. 
My invention relates to machines for re 

producing sounds from records in what are 
commonly known as “phonographs,' 'gram 
ophones,' &c.; and its particular object is to 
provide means whereby sound-waves ener 
gized by the instrument are transmitted 
therefrom and audibly delivered at a distance 
from the needle or tracker engaging the rec 
ord to the hearer in clear ringing tones. 

Heretofore it has generally been found 
very difficult and well-nigh impossible to re 
produce sounds from the machine in the pre 
cise manner and tone in which they were 

often caused by the vibrations of the sound 
waves passing through the metal horn or 
megaphone, and therefore the sound repro 
duced was “metallic' in tone and high notes 
or swells became harsh and rasping. These 
objectional features have all been overcome 
by my improved means for the transmission 
to a point beyond the range of the immediate 
vibratorv field of the needle or tracker and 
the audible delivery of the transmitted sound 
waves after they have been projected upon a 
reproducing device. I accomplish this by 
the mechanism hereinafter fully described 
in the specification and illustrated in the 
drawings and as more fully pointed out in 
the claims. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side elevation 
of one form of my improved device, showing 
the same in connection with a snare-drum 
and operating with a phonograph of the disk 
type. Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a front elevation in detail of the 
sound-wave-transmission portion of my lim 
provement. Fig. 4 is a top plan view of the 
same. Figs. 5 and 6 are front elevation and 
end views of a modified form of resonator 
used in connection with my improvement. 
Fig. 7 is a transverse vertical section taken 
online 77, Fig. 3, looking in the direction in 
dicated by the arrows and showing the man 
ner of connecting and adjusting the vibrating 
8S, 

For the purpose of a clear understanding 
operating in connection with a phonograph 
of the disk type; but it will be obvious to 
those skilled in the art to which this inven 
tion appertains that the same is applicable to 
any of the sound-reproducing or talkingma 
chines now in general use. 
By referring to the drawings it will be seen 

that A represents the box or casing in which 
is housed the proper mechanism for revolv 
ing the flat circular platform a or the table 
thereof, which latter carries the usual record 
disk B, from which the sound-waves are re 
produced through the medium of a steel re 
producer needle-point, b. Extending hori 
Zontally from one side of the casing A is an elongated L-shaped supporting-arm C, that 
has arising from its outer extremity a suit 
able E. stud or pinc, the upperportion of 
which latter is reduced slightly in diameter to 
provide a shoulder, as will be seen in Fig. 1 of 
the drawings. Upon the end of this arm C: 
are supported my improved sound magnify 
ing or intonating means, which, as will be 
hereinafter more fully described, may consist 
of a drum-shaped disk or resonator, a hollow 
elongated cylinder, a banjo, violin, or other 
stringed musical instrument from which the 
sound-waves are vibrated or deflected in a 
greater or increased volume than received. 
For the sake of convenience I will describe 
the same in connection with the drum 
shaped resonator Dillustrated in Figs. 1 and 
2 of the drawings. This resonator D is pref 
erably constructed similar to an ordinary 
snare-drum, except that in place of the usual 

75 

sheepskin or parchment covering it is pro 
vided with a covering of cloth coated with a 
fibrous composition or paper and its dimen 
sions are approximately twenty-four inches 
in diameter by one and one-half inches in 
thickness. These dimensions are not essen 
tial, however, and while I prefer to use the 
covering above described the usual sheep 
skin covering may be employed without de 
parting from the principle of my invention. 
Bridging across the face of the resonator D, 
but not in contact with the surface thereof, is 
a straight shaft d, that projects beyond the 
edge of the resonator nearest the phono 
graph until its end is over the center of the 
record-disk. This shaft is used as a support 
for the resonator D, as well as to carry the means for holding the sound-vibrating de 
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vices and vibrators now to be described. 
These sound-vibrating devices comprise an 
elongated rock-bar E, extending from near 
the outer end of the shaft d to about the cen 

5 ter of the resonator D, and the same is Sup 
ported away from said shaft d by fulcrum 
pivots ac and is adjustable toward and away 
from said shaft by set-screws at either end of 
the same engaging with a screw-plate f. 

Io mounted upon the contiguous portion of the 
shaft. On the outer Gi 
is mounted at a tangent angle thereto the 
needle-carrying block F, which is preferabl 
secured thereto by means of a suitable ad 

I5 justing-screw. The needlepoint b is ad 
justably held in said block F by means of a 
small thumb-screw in order to readily re 
move and replace the same whenever so de 
sired. This bar E is rocked by the engage 

20 ment of the needle-stylus b with the record 
disk, and said rocking motion of the bar im 
parts a vibratory movement to arm G, herein 
after referred to. At the end of the rock-bar 
E opposite said needle is fastened a suitable 

25 transverse plate H, that is provided mediate 
its extremities with a fulcrum-pivot h, and in 
order to adjust either end of said plate suit 
able adjusting-screwsh' are provided, one on 
each side of said pivot, while between the 

3o heads of said screws and said plate are inter 
posed suitable coil-springs h”. Near each end 
of said plate H are suitable fulcrum-pivots g, 
that form ribs extending across the width of 
the plate, and upon which is fulcrumed the 

35 contiguous flattened end of said vibrator 
arm G. These vibrator-arms G are adjust 
able toward and away from the surface of the 
resonator by suitable set-screws. g' Upon 
the ends of each of these vibrator-arms G are 

4o mounted suitable hammers, the surfaces of 
which are preferably formed of or covered 
with rubber or other suitable material. 
These hammers are adapted to be rapidly vi 
brated against the face of the diaphragm or 

45 resonator D and to impart thereto the bodily 
vibratory movements transmitted to said 
hammers through the rock-bar E, said vibra 
tions being in direct accord with the sound 
undulations on the record-disk. 

5o When the machine is in operation, the 
sound-waves are imparted by the revolving 
disk B to the needle-point, and the vibrations 
thus created are conveyed along rod E and 
transmitted therefrom to the vibrating arms 

55 G. These arms G are caused to rapidly vi 
brate and the hammers I on their ends throw 
off the vibrations against the adjacent face of 
the resonator F, which latter reproduces the 
Sound-waves and intensifies the same in 

6o clear full tones. 
While it is not absolutely essential, I may 

construct the drum-shaped resonator air 
tight and provide an outward pressure-valve 
M in the edge thereof. By forcing air be 

65 tween the heads of the drum or resonator 

of this rock-bar E 

the tension of the face thereof may be ad justed to a nicety and a purer tone obtained 
therebv. - 

In e modification shown in Figs. 5 and 
6 in place of the drum-shaped resonator de 
scribed heretofore I employ a hollow elon 
gated cylinder J, made of any suitable re 
sounding material that is preferably stretched 
over a suitable framework and formed air 
tight. In this modification the supporting 
shaft, d and rock-bar E, as well as the repro 
ducing-needle b and the means for adjusting 
said bar E, are all similar in construction to 
the corresponding elements described in con 
nection with resonator D. The vibrating 
arm, however, is of a segmental character, 
and its curvature corresponds with the curva 
ture of the outer circumference of said cylin 
der and extends around the same about one 
quarter of the circumference thereof. A 
hammer i is also provided, which, if desired, 
may be similar to the hammer I. 
When different kinds of musical selections 

are to be reproduced by the phonograph, I 
have found it very advisable to employ dif. 
ferent kinds and sizes of resonators. When 
the record contains a violin solo, it has been 
found that by substituting a violin in place 
of the “drum,' hereinbefore described, and 
permitting the vibrating arm, which may be 
covered with rubber, to pass over all the 
strings thereof, that the sound-waves and 
tone of reproduction are decidedly more 
natural and the music is not harsh or rough, 
as is now the case with phonographs employ 
ing a horn or megaphone. By substituting 
the proper instrument for one similar to the 
instrument used in making the record much 
better results have been attained. It has 
been found also that an orchestral or band 
selection is better reproduced by mounting 
an entirely metallic cylinder similar to that, 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 upon the supporting 
shaft, and when it is desired to reproduce the 
human voice it has been found that the drum 
hereinbefore described is the most satisfac 
tory. 
What claim as new is-- 
1. In combination, a phonographic record; 

devices engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a solid bar for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said devices; and 
disconnected means for audibly reproducing 
said vibrations at the opposite end of said bar. 

2. In combination, a phonographic record; 
devices engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a solid bar directly engaging said de 
vices which transmit the vibrations resulting 
from said engagement to a point beyond the 
range of the synchronous sympathetie vibra 
tions of said devices; and disconnected 
means for audibly reproducing said vibra 
tions at the opposite end of saidbar. 
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3. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a rod for transmitting the vibra 
tions resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; a vi 
bratory arm carried by said rod; and means 
for reproducing said vibrations at the end of 
said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 
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4. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a fulcrumed rod for transmitting the 
vibrations resulting from said engagement to 
a point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; a vi 
bratory arm carried by said rod; and means 
for reproducing said vibrations at the end of 
said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

5. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a yieldingly-fulcrumed rod for trans 
mitting the vibrations resulting from said en 
gagement to a point beyond the range of the 
synchronous sympathetic vibrations of said 
needle; a vibratory arm carried by said rod; 
and means for reproducing said vibrations at 
the end of said nearest said vibratory arm. 

6. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a rod for transmitting the vibrations 
resulting from said engagement to a point be 
yond the range of the synchronous sympa 
thetic vibrations of said needle; an adjustable 
vibratory arm carried by said rod; and means 
for reproducing said vibrations at the end of 
said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

7. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations 
thereon; a rod for transmitting the vibrations 
resulting from said engagement to a point be 
yond the range of the synchronous sympa 
thetic vibrations of said needle; an adjustable 
fulcrumed arm carried by said rod; and means 
for reproducing said vibrations at the end of 
said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

8. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations thereon; a yieldingly-fulcrumed rod for trans 
mitting the vibrations resulting from said en 
gagement to a point beyond the range of the 
synchronous sympathetic vibrations of said 
needle; an adjustable fulcrumed vibratory 
arm carried by said rod; and means for repro 
ducing said vibrations at the end of said rod 
nearest said vibratory arm. 

9. In combination, a phonographic record; 
a needle engaging the sound-interlineations thereon; a rod for transmitting the vibrations 
resulting from said engagement to a point be 
yond the range of the synchronous sympa 
thetic vibrations of said needle; vibratory 
arms each fulcrumed mediate their length 
and carried by said rod; and means for repro 
ducing said vibrations at the end of said rod 
nearest said vibratory arm. 

8 

10. In combination, a pages eC ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a fulcrumed rod for transmit ting the vibrations resulting from said en 
gagement to a point beyond the range of the 
synchronous sympathetic vibrations of said 
needle; vibratory arms each fulcrumed medi 
ate their length and carried by said rod; and 
means for reproducing said vibrations at the 
end of said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

11. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the Sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a yieldingly-fulcrumed rod for 
transmitting the vibrations resulting from 
said engagement to a point beyond the range 
of the synchronous sympathetic vibrations of 
said needle; vibratory arms each fulcrumed 
mediate their length and carried by said rod; 
and means for reproducing said vibrations at 
the end of said rod nearest said vibratory 
8. 

12. In combination, a plagiri TeC ord; a needle engaging the sound 
tions thereon; a rod for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; ad 
justable vibratory arms each fulcrumed me 
diate their length and carried by said rod; 
and means for reproducing said vibrations at 
the end of said rod nearest said vibratory 
8. 

13. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a rod for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; ad 
justable fulcrumed vibratory arms each piv 
oted mediate their length and carried by said 
rod; and ?heans for reproducing said vibra 
tions at the end of said rod nearest said vibra tory arm. 

14. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a yieldingly-fulcrumed rod for 
transmitting the vibrations resulting from 
said engagement to a point beyond the range 
of the synchronous sympathetic vibrations of 
said needle; adjustable fulcrumed vibratory 
arms each pivoted mediate their length and 

interlinea 
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carried by said rod; and means for reproduc 
ing said vibrations at the end of said rod near est said vibratory arm. 

15. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a rod for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; vibra 
tory arms carried by said rod that are full 
crumed mediate their length and adjustable 
independent of each other; and means for re 
producing said vibrations at the end of said 
rod nearest said vibratory arm. 
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16. In combination, a phonographic rec-1 
Ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a fulcrumed rod for transmit 
ting the vibrations resulting from said en 
gagement to a point beyond the range of the 
synchronous sympathetic vibrations of said 
needle; vibratory arms carried by said rod 
that are fulcrumed mediate their length and 
adjustable independent of each other; and 
means for reproducing said vibrations at the 
end of said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

17. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a yieldingly-fulcrumed rod for 
transmitting the vibrations resulting from 
said engagement to a point beyond the range 
of the synchronous sympathetic vibrations of 
said needle; vibratory arms carried by said 
rod that are fulcrumed mediate their length 
and adjustable independent of each other; 
and means for reproducing said vibrations at 
the end of said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

18. In combination, a phonographic rec 
Ord; a needle engaging the E. 
tions thereon; a rod for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
Sympathetic vibrations of said needle; ad 
justable vibratory arms carried by said rod 
that are fulcrumed mediate their length and 
adjustable independent of each other, and 
means for reproducing said vibrations at the 
end of said rod nearest said vibratory arm. 
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19. In combination, a phonographic rec 
ord; a needle engaging the Sound-interlinea 
tions thereon; a rod for transmitting the vi 
brations resulting from said engagement to a 
point beyond the range of the synchronous 
sympathetic vibrations of said needle; ad 
justable fulcrumed vibratory arms carried by 
said rod that are pivoted mediate their length 
independent of each other; and means for re 
producing said vibrations at the end of Said 
rod nearest said vibratory arm. 

20. In a phonograph, the combination 
with a record having superficial sound-inter 
lineations thereon, and mechanism for re 
volving the same; of devices.engaging said 
sound-interlineations, consisting of a hori 
zontal rod extending from within the cir 
cumference of said record to a point beyond 
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the same; a needle carried on the inner end 
thereof and adapted to engage said inter 
lineations; a vibratory arm mounted on the 
opposite end of said rod; and disconnected 
means for audibly reproducing the vibra 
tions caused by the engagement between said 
needle and said interlineations. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand this 10th day of February, A. D. 
1905. 

FRANK F. SHANKS. 
Witnesses: 

FRANK D. THOMASON, 
E. K. LUNDY. 
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